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Baby tushies. Grown-up tushies. Animal tushies. Tushies are all around us! Even the word, TUSHY,

is fun to say. C'mon, say it with us: TUSHY! TUSHY! TUSHY!Here's a celebration of this

squeezably soft body part, with humor and warmth that readers of all ages will relate to.
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Finally someone has dared to expose the derriere, and with delightfully droll results! The uninhibited

toddler set will relish this book. And those reading it aloud will have a grand time laughing from page

to page. I love books like this because they make us all feel so connected to each other and our

animal relatives. The illustrations are terrific, but it's the words and charming rhymes that make this

book priceless. There's never been such a welcome book on this topic before. Thank you to the

author and illustrator.

Don't you just think that's the cutest cover? The little girls undies sparkle! Even the title screams

cute! When I saw this book, I knew I had to read and review it! Ms. Manushkin has taken a

sometimes taboo subject, children's undersides, and made it fun. Tushy is an old word, not used as

often as butt, bottom, rearend, or other words kids use, but it is so much more fun to say. I don't

think parents or teachers would object to hearing a child say "tush" or "tushy." I know when I taught



kindergarten, I didn't let my children say butt, but know I would smile at the sound of tushy.This

book is written for 2 - 5 year old children. I know these kiddos would absolutely love it! Why? Well,

for one reason, it's full of rhyme and kids latch on to that. The text is also sing-songy. Children love

rhythm and rhyme and this one definitely does that! Each page has no more than 4 lines of text and

many of the words are simple so kids could read along with mom, dad, grandma, grandpa, teacher,

whomever. Besides, like the book says, "Tushy's so much fun to say." I can just hear children

quoting this book. My favorite is,Every tushy's in the back. Every tushy has a crack! Where would

you put underwear if your tushy wasn't there?Tracy Dockray really brings this book to life with her

illustrations. She has illustrated Beezus and Ramona and other Beverly Cleary books, so you may

be familiar with her work. The illustrations are just cute! Children will find more on each page than

just what the text is about. Every time I've read it, I've found something new.

What can I say.....a book about 'tushy's' - laughter abounding out of our child. We received one as a

gift, then decided it would be a great gift for a friends 4 year old. She loved it! Made well, hardcover,

solid paper, and great colors.Arrived right on time and in great condition. Would recommend.

I saw this book sitting on my girlfriends coffee table. Inquiring about it she told me it was for her

almost 5 yr. grand-daughter, who repeatedly looks for it when she visits.I looked thru it and found it

very cute. I have an almost 3 year old grandson and bought this book for him. I keep it in the car

and he delights in the story, the rhyming words and pictures. But most of all he like the word Tushy.

Tushy is a universal word that all little ones know. It is a delightful, amusing and clever book that I

think all will enjoy.

This is a delightful book that children will find funny and friendly and will want to read over and over

again.The pictures are charming, but it's Fran Maushkin's text that wins the prize. Hurrah for tushies

and The Tushy Book!Barbara Seuling

I chose this book because we call them tushies in our house, too. The words rhyme and its fun to

read. Its a playful book with lots going on in the picture so it gives us things to talk about as we look

through the book.

The single word Ã¢Â€ÂœtushyÃ¢Â€Â• can elicit giggles from any child, so how much more will an

entire book dedicated to all things tushy! From the practical to the silly, this book addresses the



various purposes of our hind end.A light-hearted rhythm sets the pace for the rhyme, creating the

perfect mood when addressing such a topic. The illustrations capture just the right blend of tact,

humor, and cuteness. Although this is not blatantly a potty-training book, IÃ¢Â€Â™d suggest that

you add this to your arsenal. As a mother who has undergone two potty-training seasons, I realize

the importance of any extra inspiration! This book ends in a celebration of potty-time success,

complete with lots of toilet paper absurdity and cheering parents.To conclude: a tushy is universal,

so letÃ¢Â€Â™s not only come to grips with its existence, letÃ¢Â€Â™s appreciate the plethora of

benefits! I second this bookÃ¢Â€Â™s declaration: Ã¢Â€ÂœSo be happy! Jump and cheer! You will

always have your rear! Stand up tall! Be proud to say: I use my tushy ever

day!Ã¢Â€Â•Recommended for ages 2 to 4.

I had borrowed this book from the library, and my two grandsons loved it! I then bought it from . The

pictures are cute and I prefer to hear them call their back end, Tushy!Best for ages 2 years and up!
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